INTRODUCTION
The study of sound transmission and attenuation in soft walled flow ducts has received considerable attention since the advent of jet-powered commercial transport aircraft in the late 1950's (see refs. 1 and 2 for reviews of this work). The foundation for much of this work was laid earlier by Cremer (ref. 3) , who investigated the infinite uniform duct problem.
Cremer concluded that regardless of the original pressure distribution of an acoustical disturbance, there will be a finite distance down the duct past which the lowest order, or least attenuated, mode will dominate the sound As modal theory has been applied to more complex duct and flow confi g urations, phy sical int-►-pretations have become imprecise and computational problems (ei g envalue calculations most notably) have become more formidable.
In attempts to circumvent some of the problers inherent in modal calculations. a number of numerical field solution algorithms have been developed (refs. 9, 10, and 11). Such numerical procedures are powerful tools for attacking problems involving ar • bitrary duct shapes, arbitrary flows, complicated source distributions and variable boundar y conditions. However, numerics qo directly from governing equations to resultant pressure distributions, providing no direct physical insight into mechanisms of propagation, reflection and attenuation.
Geometrical acoustics avoids many of the i"odal calculation problems, and it also provides the physical insi (lht lacking in purely numerical approaches. Ray theory has been employed by Wright (ref. 127 ) to co►rrpdre noise radiation from free field and ducted rotors. by Tester (rvf. 13) to develop some insight into wh y modal attenuation k maximized in an infinite duct by use of the Cremer optimal impedance. and by Lester and Posey (ref. 13) to verify the optimal wall impedance and maximu attenuatiOn calculated from modal theory for a Point source in a unite cylindrical duct. These studies indicate that g eonletric.11 theories can he used with confidence in : p ort duct s. and when wavelenttths arc' much less than the duct height or diameter. as is often the case in turbofan inlets and short exhaust ducts. As an example application, the l i resent nai l er utilizes g eof metrical acoustics to develop design procedures for .0--rptive liners in short parallel plate flow ducts for three types of high frequency acoustical sources: a plane wave with arbitrar y an g le of incidence on the walls, a point source and a line source. For each source tyre it is shown how to determine the wall admittance diCtribUti011 which nlaxinli:es sound absorption arid how to estimate the insertion less for an arbitrar y admittance distribution.
PARALLEL flATF DUCT
The coordinate system for the the parallel plate geometry is ;hewn in 
Notice that complete absorption occurs when he admittance is
That is, the optimal duct liner has zero reactance and a specific resistance R opt equal to 6-1
Optimal resistance as a function of wavefront orientation is plotted in figure 3 for both inflow and exhaust. The Mach number magnitude is arbitrarily set to 0.35. These curves suggest that designing a liner for the attenuation of random incidence noise may be more easily accomplished in an exhaust duct than in an inlet duct due to the relative flatness of the curve for the exhaust case. That is, a no rnial specific resistance of unity would be near o p timal for a wide range of wavefront orientations (-20° < 0 < 70 0 in the present case) for propagation with the flow, while no resistance value would yield similar performance for propagation against the flow. 
Again, "opt is real, implying that the optimal reactance is zero and that the optimal resistance R opt is given by ro P t , which is now position dependent.
If it is not possible tc va ry the wall admittance continuously, as dictated by equation 12, then the designer cou'.d divide the liner into uniform segments such that 6opt had little variation over any one of the segments.
In determining the average value of 6opt over a segment, the appropriate weighting function is the density of direc t_ rays incident on the wall as a function of position (pro p ortional to energy flux per unit -a rea, not to be confused with wave intensity). The ray density over one of the spherical wavefronts is inversely proportional to the square of the radius of curvature of that wavefront, but the surface of maximum density is locally normal to the direction of ray propagation. Let e r (x, y . . z) be a unit vector in the direction of the ray path, then the local density of rays though the Nonlinear liner interactions, the effects of multiple reflectio;.s and scattering at duct discontinuities could also be included, and radiation patterns as well as insertion losses could be predicted. Although the implementation o{ the methodology would involve extensive computer programming, the effects of basic acoustical phenomena such as refraction, diffraction, reflection and absorption1;-iu'1d be easily followed through the calculations, a definite advantage over modal or purely numerical approaches. 
